St. James Square
   London; begun 1665

South and North (Grand) Parades
   Bath, Eng.; b. 1743; John Wood the Elder

Queen's Square
   Bath, Eng.; 1735; John Wood the Elder

The Circus; the Royal Crescent
   Bath, Eng.; 1767-1775; John Wood the Younger

Hanover Square
   London; 1718-20

Adelphi Terrace
   London; begun 1768; Robert and James Adam

Bedford Square
   London; begun 1776; patron, Duchess of Bedford

Regent Street Development
   London; begun 1813; John Nash and others
   Portland Place, etc.

Place Vendome
   Paris; 1698-1720; Jules Hardoin Mansart

Place de la Concorde
   Paris; 1755-63; J. A. Gabriel; patron, King Louis XV

Place Stanislas and Place de la Carriere
   Nancy, France; begun 1752; Emmanuel Here de Corny; patron, Duke Stanislas of
   Lorraine (son-in-law of Louis XV)

Piazza Popolo
   Rome; redone beginning 1794; Giuseppe Valadier